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A FRACTOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF DELAMINATION WITHIN MULTIDIRECTIONAL CARBON/EPOXY LAMINATES
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Abstract
Multidirectional laminates of the continuously reinforced carbon/epoxy composite T300H/914C have been tested under static and fatigue conditions by the use of fracture mechanics coupons. Loadings of pure mode I, pure mode II and different ratios of mixed mode I/II, i.e. opening tension and sliding shear, have been applied to double cantilever beam (DCB), end-loaded split (ELS), fixed-ratio mixed-mode (FRMM), and mixed-mode bending (MMB) specimens.

Optical and scanning electron microscopy techniques were used to identify distinguishing fractographic features and to establish the differences between static and fatigue fracture, as well as the differences between the various modes of fracture. The cusp angle and the amount of fibre pull-out on the fracture surface can be used to characterise the different loading modes. A large amount of fibre pull-out is the dominant feature of a mode I fracture whereas cusps are characteristic features of a mode II fracture.

Fatigue fracture surfaces exhibited slightly more debris than static fracture surfaces: this is thought to be due to the fretting nature of fatigue. For the same reason, shear cusps (hackles) were more rounded and less distinct in fatigue than on static fracture surfaces. In certain fatigue cases, it was observed that polyethersulphone (PES), a toughening agent used in the formulation of the epoxy resin, came out of the matrix; the reason for this is not fully understood.
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1 INTRODUCTION
As the structural applications for fibre-reinforced polymeric composites continue to increase, so too does the need for a thorough understanding of the
fundamental failure processes in the different material systems. Much work has been done during the last two decades on the fractography of composites but more is needed if a fundamental understanding and a database of the mechanisms and characteristics of fracture for different composite systems are to be established.

Delamination is one of the most common reasons for failure of composite laminates (e.g. from bending, interlaminar shear or impact) and can cause major reductions in the stiffness or strength of a structure. Delaminations grow between laminae as a consequence of the presence of fibres above and below a ply interface. However, delaminations can be relatively difficult to detect and quantify since they constitute sub-surface damage. The present paper concentrates on the fractographic characteristics of delamination in multidirectional laminates under different known loading modes. These known modes of loading have been applied by using standard fracture mechanics testing methods. Specifically, these included double cantilever beam (DCB), end-loaded split (ELS), fixed-ratio mixed-mode (FRMM) and mixed-mode bending (MMB) test coupons under both static and fatigue loading conditions. The material examined was T300/914, a carbon-fibre/epoxy composite supplied by Ciba-Geigy Composites in unidirectional prepreg form. From this, a \([-45^\circ/0^\circ/ +45^\circ]_{2s}^{\text{anti}}\) laminate sheet was laid up where the subscript 'anti' denotes an antisymmetric laminate. The complete stacking sequence was therefore:

\[-45^\circ/0^\circ/45^\circ/ -45^\circ/0^\circ/45^\circ/0^\circ/-45^\circ/45^\circ/0^\circ/-45^\circ/\]

\[45^\circ/0^\circ/-45^\circ/45^\circ/0^\circ/-45^\circ/-45^\circ/0^\circ/45^\circ/-45^\circ/0^\circ/45^\circ\]

Artificial starter delaminations along the \(+45^\circ/-45^\circ\) interface, i.e. the midplane, were created by using non-adhesive PTFE film inserts of 13 \(\mu\)m thickness.

Delamination in composite structures is usually
associated with fracture along an interface where the adjacent plies are of different orientation, i.e. in multidirectional laminates, whereas delamination in fracture toughness specimens is common to unidirectional laminates. Despite some difficulties associated with fibre bridging and R-curve effects, it is relatively easy to quantify the fracture energy associated with delamination in unidirectional laminates since the damage is effectively constrained along a 0°/90° interface by the fibres within the plies abutting the interface. Quantifying the toughness associated with delamination along a particular interface in multidirectional laminates is complicated by the fact that the damage often propagates towards and along other interfaces: the damage in such instances can also consist of fracture mechanisms other than delamination. However, the toughness associated with delamination along a multidirectional interface can be far greater than that of a unidirectional interface. This can be quantified by using non-adhesive inserts to simulate a starter crack and edge delaminations in fracture mechanics coupons, as has been done in the present work. The artificial edge delaminations help to ensure that the delamination growth remains along the particular multidirectional interface.

The different fracture mechanisms in mode I and II result in very different values of $G_{Ic}$ and $G_{IIc}$ for brittle resins. For very ductile resins the ratio of $G_{IIc}/G_{Ic}$ is very close to 1.0 as the fracture processes in mode I and II are similar. Above a certain threshold ($\sim 250 \text{ J/m}^2$) less than a third of the improved resin toughness is transferred to the composite while resins with lower toughnesses usually show a composite toughness twice or three times that of the plain resin.

A significant matrix feature is cusps which have also been referred to as hackles, lacerations, scallops, platelets, shingles, a stacked lamellar structure and serrations. Purslow recognised the need to develop a general terminology and the term ‘cusps’ will be used throughout this article. The cusps are oriented perpendicular to the fibres, bent over along them with a width approximately equal to the distance between the fibres. They are usually found in the resin-rich regions where the fibre separation is more than one fibre diameter. The slope of the cusps is the same all over one surface and opposite on the mating surface even if the delamination changes plies during propagation. Different theories for the formation of cusps have been proposed. It is now generally accepted that the matrix in the interlaminar region ahead of a crack tip will fracture in a brittle manner because of the resolved stresses to which it is subjected. When a mode II component of load is present, crack propagation in a brittle matrix occurs by the coalescence of sigmoids-shaped microcracks. This phenomenon has been observed by means of in situ SEM by a number of workers. The coalescence occurs near the fibre/resin interface at the upper or lower boundary of the resin-rich interlaminar region. When coalescence has started at one ply interface it will continue there as the stress redistribution involved will favour a continued coalescence at the same interface. Other workers have reported cusps on both fracture surfaces as the crack propagation alternates from one side of the interlaminar region to the other. The tilt of the cusp can either be in the direction of crack propagation or in the opposite direction. Therefore, cusps alone cannot be used to determine the direction of crack propagation. Opposing cusps on the other mating surface are depressed concave areas and are referred to as scallops.

In pure mode II loading the cracks that cause cusps would, according to theory, form at an angle of 45° to the fracture plane. This angle would then decrease due to an increasing component of mode I loading and for pure mode I no cusps would form. Experimental evidence only supports this qualitatively. Cusp angles, significantly greater than 45°, have been observed and explained as attaining a more inclined position because of rotation due to shear loading just prior to the microcrack coalescence. This rotation would position the microcrack more vertically and open up the microcrack near the boundary where the coalescence takes place. The tip of the cusp has been observed to be bent over in the direction of relative motion of the adjacent plies. River markings and microflow can be found on both scallops and cusps and these give an indication of the crack propagation involved in the formation of features. These rivers may also be used to determine the overall crack propagation direction. The rivers are seen to grow out from the fibre/matrix interface and into the cusp. At higher crack velocities the cusps are smaller due to a smaller damage zone around the crack tip. Closer fibres will give shorter cusp spacing as more microcracks are needed in the resin to accommodate a given strain. Cusps are only found in relatively brittle systems as they are formed from microcrack nucleation ahead of the crack tip. Due to the higher ductility of tougher resins, which have a lower ratio of $G_{IIc}/G_{Ic}$, fewer cusps are apparent in tough resins than in brittle resins. Cusps in mode III loading have also been observed.

Fibre pull-out is an important fracture surface characteristic. Russell and Street identified that the amount of fibre pull-out is greater in fatigue than in static loading. Friedrich observed that the amount of pull-out was greater in PEEK than in epoxy systems. The amount of pull-out was greater in mode I than in mode II for the epoxy system whilst more fibre ends were found on the mode II fracture surface in the PEEK system. No difference in the density of broken fibres per unit area of fracture surface could
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be found at different crack propagation velocities. However, Hahn and Johannesson did not establish any relationship between the loading mode and the amount of fibre fracture.

The fibres ahead of the main crack can be considered as high modulus inclusions in a low modulus matrix subjected to a tensile stress normal to the plane (assuming mode I loading). The associated stress distribution around a fibre indicates that failure will take place at the highly stressed regions at the top and bottom of the fibre. Where the radial stress changes from tensile to compressive, local shear yielding will be induced in the matrix. Matrix failure will occur at the sides of the fibres leaving flanges of resin on the fibres as they are peeled out. Fibre fractures in pure mode II do not originate in the same way as in loads with a mode I component (i.e. from fibres bending). In such cases the fibres which cross the shear plane will fracture in tension or compression. All fibres that fail in tension will have their fibre ends in one direction and those failing in compression in the opposite direction.

Cyclic loading causes fretting and abrasion of the fracture surfaces which obscures most of the features. The wear down of cusps increases with the number of loading cycles but it is not possible to determine the fatigue life from the cusp morphology. The macroscopic fracture surface is characteristically very flat. Large amounts of resin debris is also a characteristic of fatigue failure. The damage zone around a crack tip is significantly larger in fatigue than in static loading. Under a certain threshold strain energy release rate, no fatigue crack growth is observed.

Fatigue striations are frequently found in metals where their formation and significance are well understood. However, this is not the case for composites. Franz studied the fatigue behaviour of plain epoxy resin and glass-fibre-reinforced epoxy (brittle). In the unreinforced epoxy, striation markings were found oriented perpendicular to the crack propagation direction with one striation corresponding to one load cycle. No striations were expected in the composites as the matrix only sustained small stresses before failure in most epoxy composites (i.e. the fibres carry almost all of the load). For high strain to failure epoxies, however, fatigue striations could not be excluded. Some striations were found on small parts of delaminated surfaces and in fibre imprints. In the composites, the striations generally stepped out of plane while in the plain epoxy they stayed in-plane. The striations found in fibre imprints showed a great similarity with those in the plain epoxy. It was also observed that the spacing between the striations may vary and that striations may be oriented locally in a direction different to the global crack propagation direction.

Morris and Hetter compared the fatigue fracture surface of multidirectional AS/3501-6 with that of a statically peeled-off surface ply. The main difference between the two surfaces was found to be fatigue striations. These were observed on fibres perpendicular to the fibre direction and in the epoxy matrix parallel to the fibres. More striations were present in the epoxy than on the fibres and these were also spaced closer together. A relationship between the number of striations and the number of fatigue cycles could not be established. The experiments indicated that no fatigue striations formed at a fatigue load greater than 70% of the ultimate tensile strength.

Mode II fatigue (R = -1) was studied for four different composites by Carlson et al. where no fatigue striations were observed in either of the materials. Matrix debris was the dominant feature in the epoxy resins but some distorted cusps were also found. Six different composite systems, subjected to mode II fatigue, were examined by Hiley and Curtis. Single phase thermoset resins could be ranked according to their toughness only by comparing the complexity of the fracture surfaces. Fatigue striations were observed but attempts to identify the forming mechanism and to relate the striation spacing to the number of loading cycles were unsuccessful. Matrix ‘rollers’ from the rolling of resin debris were observed. They were small close to the crack tip and their size increased away from the crack front. It is possible that these rollers decreased the friction between the surfaces during testing.

The fracture surfaces from edge delamination during tensile fatigue testing (R = 0.1 and R = 0.5) of AS4/3502 at two different stress levels were studied by Scrivner and Chan. For σ = 0.85σ_d, where σ_d is the stress at delamination onset, fibre/resin debonding was the primary failure mechanism and a few shallow cusps were seen. For σ = 0.75σ_d, rows of larger cusps appeared along with the debonding. The cusp density was higher for R = 0.1; this is due to a more rapid coalescence of microcracks. The fractures had a mode I dominated appearance for both stress levels and this was confirmed by a finite element stress analysis.

T300 are PAN based carbon fibres with a diameter of about 7–8 μm manufactured by Torayca. They are surface treated with a thin (0.1–0.2 μm) epoxy polymer to improve resin adhesion and give a higher interlaminar shear strength. They are commonly used in prepregs with a variety of matrices. The Fibredux 914 resin, supplied by Ciba Composites, is widely used and Partridge called it the standard high temperature epoxy system throughout Western Europe. It is a mixture of two glycidyl amine epoxy resins (MY 720 and ERL 0510) and a PES additive. The constituents are homogeneously mixed during manufacture and undergo a phase separation in the
curing process. The microstructure is a two phase structure containing a particulate phase and a connective phase. The continuous phase is very PES rich and the particles, or globules, are epoxy dominated.\textsuperscript{35,36} Bucknall and Partridge,\textsuperscript{37} however, concluded that the nodules seen on the fracture surface were PES rich. They also observed that the fracture toughness and modulus were only marginally affected by different concentrations of hardeners and resins in spite of very different fracture morphologies. The matrix system can thus be regarded as a thermoplastic resin modified with epoxy particles where the presence of the epoxy particles reduces the toughness of the PES. It is therefore likely that the toughness would increase by lowering the amount of the epoxy phase. The size and distribution of the particles would also change by varying the formulation of the compound. Lowe\textsuperscript{38} observed particles with a size of 0.8–1 µm; irregular and bigger particles, up to 5 µm, were concluded to be clusters of the smaller particles. About 85% of the resin is in the particulate phase. A third phase can also be observed in composites as a thin coating surrounding the fibres. This phase is probably epoxy based. The thermoplastic is chiefly added to improve the processing characteristics by increasing the viscosity which will limit the formation of voids, control the dimensional stability and give a controlled resin flow during gelation and an easy fibre management.\textsuperscript{34} The PES also reduces the chemical sensitivity of the resin and improves the toughness both in peel and shear. The microstructure has been seen to be sensitive to flaws and manufacturing conditions and microvoids are frequently present.\textsuperscript{36} No difference in microstructure can be observed between the plain resin and the composite matrix phase.\textsuperscript{36,38} Fractography of composites using the 914 resin is complicated by the presence of the second phase and the morphology is not easily compared with that of single phase materials.\textsuperscript{9,28}

A fractographic examination\textsuperscript{30} of a variety of typical fracture surfaces showed very little interfacial failures in unidirectional T300/914 carbon/epoxy laminates. The vast majority of the failures had occurred at the boundary between the coating matrix phase and the two-phase resin. This was concluded to be the weakest part of the composite. Plastic deformation was seen to increase with increased temperature but it was confined to the connective thermoplastic phase. Fracture never occurred through the particle phase and cracks tended to follow the interface between particles and the continuous matrix phase. As a result of this a few loose particles were seen on most of the fracture surfaces. The fracture mechanisms were independent of temperature; however, in mode I the two-phase resin pattern became more pronounced with increasing temperature. Cupps were identified in the shear-dominated mode II and intralaminar shear failures. Very clean-cut fibre ends were seen as a sign of a strong fibre/matrix interface which allowed only little flexure of the fibres before fracture. A small amount of fibre pull-out is occasionally seen in mode I fracture.\textsuperscript{36,39} The fibre failure may occur from flaws on the fibre surface or from stress concentrations induced by the interphase region. Failure between the fibre and the interphase is very rare and occurs only in areas with a high volume fraction, \(v_p\), of fibres. This kind of failure, however, increases with temperature in mode II.\textsuperscript{36} No significant difference was detected by deCharentenay et al.\textsuperscript{40} in the mode I surface morphology at moisture contents of 0-4 and 1-5%.

A clear distinction between static and fatigue mode II fracture surfaces of XAS/914 was reported by Corberand.\textsuperscript{36} The static surface showed clean fibres, brittle matrix failure with nodules of PES embedded in the resin and cusp-like matrix features. In fatigue the nodules were free on the surface; this probably occurred from grinding of the surfaces. More nodules were seen at a higher number of fatigue cycles. The general appearance of the fracture surface was more flat than for the static surface. Loose nodules have also been observed by Henaff-Gardin and Lafarie-Frenoù\textsuperscript{41} on the delamination surface in tensile fatigue testing of T300/914 cross-ply laminates. Occasional fatigue striations were seen by Hiley and Curtis\textsuperscript{29} in mode II fatigue testing of XAS/914. These were oriented perpendicular to the fibre and direction of crack propagation.

A T300/914 fracture surface was examined by means of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and scanning Auger microscopy (SAM) by Watts et al.\textsuperscript{53} SAM showed a thin matrix layer on all fibres and this led to the conclusion that the fibre/matrix interface is strong. Carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, sulphur and silicon were found in XPS, the sulphur being from the PES additive and the silicon from a flow control agent.

2 EXPERIMENTAL

Fracture toughness specimens were subjected to a fractographic examination following testing in a variety of loading modes. The specimens were manufactured from 24-ply laminates with a stacking sequence of \((-45°, 0°, +45°)_{2S}(+45°, 0°, -45°)_{2S}\). As this is anti-symmetric the crack propagation was constrained to take place between a +45° and a -45° ply. An artificial delamination was simulated along the midplane by means of a non-adhesive 13 µm Kapton insert. The insert had edge delaminations along the length of the specimens to provide stable crack growth and to maintain the delamination propagating along the +45°/−45° midplane interface. The fibre/resin system was T300/914 which consists of carbon fibres in a PES modified epoxy resin. The applied loading modes are given in Table 1 together with the
Table 1. The different fracture modes that have been examined in the present work and the respective methods used for fracture testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fracture mode</th>
<th>Coupon test method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mode I (static)</td>
<td>DCB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed mode I:II = 6:1 (static)</td>
<td>MMB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed mode I:II = 4:3 (static)</td>
<td>ELS (asymmetric)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed mode I:II = 3:4 (static)</td>
<td>MMB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed mode I:II = 3:10 (static)</td>
<td>ELS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode II (static)</td>
<td>ELS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode I (fatigue)</td>
<td>DCB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed mode I:II = 4:3 (fatigue)</td>
<td>ELS (asymmetric)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode II (fatigue)</td>
<td>ELS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

particular test methods that were used. For the fatigue tests, a load ratio of $R = 0.1$ was used. The toughness specimens were broken, generally by hand, when the aluminum endblocks had been removed after testing in order to examine the opposing fracture surfaces.

The fracture surfaces of the specimens were examined in an optical microscope at quite low magnifications. The poor inherent spatial resolution of an optical microscope made it impossible to use high magnifications and a great deal of detail could not be obtained. Hence this technique was not very useful. Features that could be distinguished were resin-rich areas, regions with a large amount of fibre pull-out, the crack front and the change in fracture mode at the crack tip. However, most of these features could also be seen visually and consequently they are not discussed in detail here.

Samples of a size suitable for electron microscopy (~20 mm x 20 mm) were cut from the fractured specimens using a diamond-coated saw. Several samples were taken from both surfaces of each specimen. The areas considered to be most interesting were at the end of the insert (i.e. the start of the crack) and the area around the crack tip. Pressurised air was used to remove saw debris from the surface. Each sample was then mounted on an aluminium disc and its edges coated with conductive paint. The gold coating was carried out in an Edwards S150A sputter coater. Carbon coating did not provide as good a resolution as gold sputter coating. A JEOL JSM-5300 scanning electron microscope was used. For maximum resolution, Sawyer and Grubb recommend a high accelerating voltage, a small probe size, high beam current and long exposure times. These principles were followed but at magnifications above 3500× the resolution and focus were in general unacceptable even though focus could sometimes be obtained at up to 7500× depending on surface roughness, quality of coating, etc.

Micrographs of various features were taken from different regions of several samples of each fracture specimen. Polaroid film was used for its ease of processing and development. The results of the SEM examination are presented for each mode in the following sections. In all micrographs, the arrow indicates the globally induced crack propagation direction, and the magnification and accelerating voltage are given.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Mode I

Mode I fracture surfaces are generally smooth with few fibre fractures. Ridges and valleys have been recognised as a characteristic of peel failures. The matrix fracture is usually a clean cleavage type of fracture. Some cusps were observed in AS1/3501-6 at elevated temperatures by Russell and Street, but they did not observe any cusps in brittle epoxies. Bascom et al. found cusps in the areas between pulled-out fibres. These areas were bounded by featureless resin (AS4/3501-6) fracture which corresponded to catastrophic fast fracture. Cusp-like features found on mode I surfaces in multi-directional composites may be explained from shear stresses developing due to Poisson’s contraction or the local presence of a shear stress. In other words, the local conditions at a crack-tip may not actually be pure opening tension or mode I. This may explain why rivers, valleys and cusps are sometimes found on what are predominantly peel surfaces. Small cusps have been observed in the grooves of pulled-out fibres. These are formed by local shear stresses along the sides of the fibres during the pull-out process. According to Friedrich no distinction in surface morphology can be made between low and high crack opening velocities in carbon-fibre-reinforced epoxy (3501-6). Marom et al. observed that under mode I loading of fabric-reinforced epoxy, the fracture surface morphology was not affected by the lamination angle.

Aarc et al. examined the fracture characteristics of a brittle (3501-6) and a toughened epoxy (F185) reinforced with unidirectional carbon fibres. Many clean fibres and fibre breaks were seen in the brittle matrix. Matrix failure mainly occurred close to the fibre/matrix interface. At the crack front the maximum tensile stress was normal to the fibres while ahead of the crack front shear stresses were present which resulted in cusps on the fracture surface. Between the fibres, smaller and denser cusps were seen due to a more complex state of stress. The fracture surface of the tougher resin had a rougher appearance with irregular cusps and fibres covered with resin. Regions of fast and slow crack growth could be distinguished. The former appeared whitish
with oriented fracture features while the latter were black and not oriented.

Smith and Grove,\textsuperscript{18} using a 3501-6 resin system, examined the effects of ply orientation (0°/0°, 0°/90° and +45°/−45°) at the delamination interface. Areas of cohesive resin failure were present at all interfaces with a larger amount for the cross-ply interfaces. No cusps were observed. River markings and microflow were found in these areas and were recognised as a characteristic of a mode I failure. The crack propagation direction could be determined from the convergent direction of the rivers. For the +45°/−45° interface many rivers were found that did not correlate directly with the induced crack propagation direction but by averaging their propagation a coalescence with the main crack was obtained. The boundary between interlaminar peel and shear failure at a 0°/90° interface was seen to be serrated.\textsuperscript{46} The serration was easily observed in an optical microscope and could be used to determine the direction of peel and the delamination sequence.

Hibbs and Bradley\textsuperscript{1} studied mode I crack propagation by means of \textit{in situ} SEM in a brittle resin and three toughened resins. In the brittle resin the crack propagated by interfacial debonding. A limited amount of matrix microcracking was present behind the crack tip as was some occasional fibre bridging and pull-out. In the toughest resin, fracture occurred by resin deformation and occasional fibre/matrix debonding. Considerable deformation and microcracking was seen outside the resin-rich area between the plies.

In the present work on the T300/914 system, fibre pull-out was the dominant feature of the mode I fracture surface and this consisted mainly of fibre bundles rather than single fibres. The fibres were covered with a layer of resin indicating a strong interface (Fig. 1), whilst the resin itself was mainly featureless (Fig. 2). The extensive fibre pull-out shown in Fig. 1 is greater than that observed in unidirectional laminates; this degree of pull-out is peculiar to multidirectional laminates with delamination along a +45°/−45° interface. The fracture energy associated with such a delamination is also greater than that of a 0°/0° interface. This higher fracture energy can be explained by considering the greater number of cracks that are generated in the laminate: cracks can be seen extending into the underlying plies in Figs 1 and 2.

The appearance of the mode I fatigue surfaces in the present work was very similar to the static mode I surface with the addition of resin debris and loose nodules. The surfaces of a single specimen prepared specifically to investigate the difference between fatigue and static fracture did not identify any significant differences between the static and the fatigue fracture surfaces. This specimen was opened statically in mode I after the last mode I fatigue cycle had been applied. Neither fatigue striations nor cusps were found on any mode I fatigue specimen.

### 3.2 Mode II

The mode II fracture surface for brittle epoxies is macroscopically flat with failure in the matrix and occasional fibre breaks. The fibres remain coated with a thin sheath of resin. Arcan \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{16} observed that cusps are more regularly spaced than in mode I and appear to be at an angle of 45° to the fracture plane whereas Smith and Grove\textsuperscript{18} noted that the cusps stand at an angle of 40°−60° to the fracture plane. Some fibre pull-out and many cusps have been identified in AS1/3501-6 laminates.\textsuperscript{44} Donaldson\textsuperscript{12} observed block-like cusps in the resin area between the fibres during pure shear loading. In tougher epoxies, clean fibres and regularly oriented cusps are seen which are also at an angle of 45° to the fracture plane. The initiation region, i.e. from the end of the insert to the beginning of a regular fracture surface, was seen to be about
10 μm in a brittle epoxy composite and 200 μm in an elastomer modified composite.\textsuperscript{16}

During mode II loading of fabric-reinforced epoxy that is oriented at an angle to the crack propagation direction, the fracture mostly runs in the matrix and leaves shear kink bands perpendicular to the direction of crack growth.\textsuperscript{45} In multi-directional lay-ups, where the shear occurs at an angle to the fibre direction of the adjacent plies, the cusps form at an angle to the fibres but perpendicular to the crack propagation direction.\textsuperscript{47} An example of this was observed by Smith and Grove\textsuperscript{18} where the cusps at a $+45^\circ/-45^\circ$ interface were large and triangular but still oriented perpendicular to the induced crack. In failures along a $0^\circ/0^\circ$ ply interface cusps were seen on both fracture surfaces, while in cross-ply failures cusps could only be found on one of the surfaces.

In the present work, the macroscopic appearance of the mode II static fracture surface in T300/914 multidirectional laminates is flat with few fibre fractures being evident. Typical mode II static fracture surfaces can be seen in Figs 3 and 4 with rough resin fracture and some debris and nodules. The fibres are almost clean (Fig. 3) with only a thin sheath of resin around them. The cusps are more common, larger in size, more clearly defined and stand more upright than in any other mode. In Fig. 4 it looks as though there is a preference for the cusps to form at the fibres of the underlying ply. They also seem to be oriented perpendicular to the crack propagation direction. A short distance after the end of the insert, the crack jumped into a $0^\circ/45^\circ$ interface (not shown) and the surface appearance in this region is extremely flat and featureless indicating a much lower fracture energy. This implies that less energy has been required to generate the $0^\circ/45^\circ$ fracture surface.

The mode II fatigue fracture surfaces of this work consisted of large amounts of resin debris and loose nodules in the resin between fibres. Small holes seemed to result from the extraction of the nodules. Significantly more broken fibres were observed than in static mode II fracture. The fibres are slightly cleaner than for statically failed mode II specimens. Cusps were present in relatively large quantities having about the same angle and appearance as for mode II static fracture. No fatigue striations could be observed on any mode II fatigue surface. The same phenomenon as in static mode II, i.e. the crack shifting plies, was also observed in mode II fatigue.

### 3.3 Mixed modes

As the component of mode II loading is increased, the general appearance of the mixed mode fracture surface gets rougher\textsuperscript{16} and also an increasing amount of more upright cusps is detected.\textsuperscript{7} At highly mode II dominated mixed modes, resin debris has been reported\textsuperscript{23} and it is assumed that this originates from cusps that have been torn apart. Donaldson\textsuperscript{12} investigated fracture surfaces from mixed mode loading. At a mixed mode ratio of 1:1 a large amount of cusps were seen. They were shallow, flat and regularly spaced. The fibre fractures on the surface were very clean as a result of the mode I component. In mixed mode I:II = 0.27:1 the cusps were less regularly spaced and the fibre fracture showed characteristics of shear failure. Arcan \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{16} studied a mixed mode ratio of I:II = 0.36:1 in brittle and toughered composites. A corrugated fracture surface was observed in the brittle resin with valleys and ridges along the fibre direction. Small, closely spaced cusps were seen between the fibres. These were thin, had a triangular shape and were curled at the tip. They stood up from the plane at an angle of about 40°. In the tough resin, deep longitudinal grooves and granular matrix failure in the form of random cusps were observed. Johannesson and Blikstad\textsuperscript{15} studied fracture surfaces of the same material subjected to

---

**Fig. 3.** Cusps standing at a large angle to the plane of a mode II static fracture surface. The cusps are present between the fibres (tilt angle is 75°). The globally induced direction of crack propagation is from bottom left to top right as shown by arrow.

**Fig. 4.** Many upright cusps are visible and appear to stand on the underlying fibres on this mode II static fracture surface (tilt angle is 65°). The globally induced direction of crack propagation is from left to right as shown by arrow.
edge delamination. An increase in cusp angle with increasing mode III component was detected and for mode III dominated failures the cusp angles were close to 45°. This variation in cusp angle with mode mix has been used to explain the different $G_c$ values observed.\textsuperscript{48}

The mixed mode $I:II = 6:1$ static fracture surfaces of the T300/914 multiaxial laminates of the present work were very similar to those observed in pure mode I loading. Less extensive pull-out and a rougher resin fracture appearance than that in pure mode I are the main differences, as shown in Fig. 5. Some few cusps were found due to the component of mode II loading. These cusps were quite shallow and not as well defined as in pure mode II.

The fracture surface of static mixed mode $I:II = 4:3$ is macroscopically flat. Occasional fibre pull-out is seen and the fibres have some resin on them and are not as clean as in pure mode II (Fig. 6). Very minute cusp-like features can be seen around the sites of pulled-out fibres. A fibre with resin flanges, or wings, is seen in Fig. 7. Ridge and valley formations are frequently found and they seem to form in the vicinity of the fibres of the underlying ply. Cusps are rare although in Fig. 8 they can be seen in a micrograph taken at a low tilt angle. Figure 9 shows cusps from the middle of the sample a few millimetres ahead of the insert. Resin debris and nodules are present due to mixed mode $I:II = 4:3$ fatigue fracture in relatively large amounts. Very little fibre fracture occurred. No clearly defined cusps were found but some shallow, worn cusps were seen. The fibres are cleaner of resin in the fatigue fracture compared to the static. No fatigue striations were found.

The global appearance of the mixed mode $I:II = 3:4$ static fracture surface was observed to be very flat and featureless with almost no fibre breaks being detected.

Some single fibres were seen on the surface rather than completely pulled-out fibre bundles. The fibres are covered with little resin. Cusps are relatively common but they are quite small and ill-defined, as shown in Figs 10 and 11.

The mixed mode $I:II = 3:10$ static fracture surface is also very flat macroscopically and extremely few fibre ends are found. Not surprisingly, the fibres are almost as clean as in pure mode II. The location of some ridges appears to be related to the sites of fibres on the opposite fracture surface. The very small amount of matrix found on the surface, especially between the fibres, implies that failure has taken place close to a ply interface. This would leave more resin on the other surface which is what has been observed. The cusps of Fig. 12 stand more upright than for the other mixed mode fracture surfaces which have been examined.
3.4 The cusp angle
The cusp angle is quite difficult to determine accurately since the cusps in this particular resin system are not very clearly defined and hence it is hard to define the boundaries of the cusps. Another complicating factor is that the cusps do not show a great similarity with each other (see, for example, Figs 4 and 12), even in the same loading mode. The cusp angles for the different loading modes are given in Table 2. The errors in measuring cusp angle are estimated to be roughly ±3°. Further studies relating cusp angle to the mode of fracture are to be discussed in future work.

3.5 Fibre pull-out
Another feature that is useful for characterising a fracture is the number of fibre ends present on the fracture surface. These result from the fibre pull-out process during fracture. The pull-out ought to increase with the mode I component and a relationship has tried to be established between loading mode and the number of fibre ends found on the fracture surface. A rapid increase in the number of broken fibres for static fractures as the component of mode I loading is increased was established, as shown in Table 3.

4 DISCUSSION
SEM fractography of T300/914 is difficult due to the two phase structure of the resin which effectively obscures most of the features described in previous fractographic work. Some constraints have also been imposed on the present work by the inability to obtain sufficient resolution at higher magnifications (> 3500 ×) with the SEM that was used. In spite of these difficulties, most of the features reported by other workers have been detected. Of those not found, river markings are especially useful for establishing the direction of crack propagation in single phase resins.

The mode I fracture surface is best described by the general lack of cusps and by the large amount of fibre.
ends present, see, for example, Figs 1 and 2, this latter point being in contradiction to Lowe and Davies who reported only occasional broken fibres in mode I. A reason for this may be the use of different lay-ups (unidirectional versus multidirectional), fracture mechanics specimens, precracks, inserts, etc. The pull-out is chiefly in bundles with the same amount of fibre pull-out on the opposing fracture surfaces. The fibre/matrix interface is very strong as the pulled out fibres all have a resin layer on them and all the fibres have fractured very cleanly. This was also observed by Lowe. Ridges and valleys, together with very little pull-out, mainly single fibres, and a general flat appearance are the characteristics of a mixed mode fracture surface having about equal mode I and II components. According to Purslow, ridges and valleys form under a combination of peel and shear stresses. The characteristics of a mode II fracture surface have been determined in the present work to be few broken fibres, a rough resin fracture, relatively clean fibres and more cusps than in any other mode.

Cusps in this particular resin system are very rare and considerable time is required with the SEM to locate them. In general, cusps are triangular shaped and oriented perpendicular to the crack propagation direction. This is in accordance with the results of Smith and Grove, Carlsson et al., and Purslow. It was concluded that the use of stereo microscopy pairs is too tedious a method for determining the angle of inclination of cusps; instead, measurements at as high a tilt angle as possible are recommended. It is preferable that cusps from several locations on the surface should be used to average out any local variations in fracture mode that may be present as well as inevitable errors in the measurement of cusp angles. However, it is clear that pure mode II and mode II dominated mixed mode fractures can be relatively easily distinguished by the amount of cusps present on the fracture surface and also by the angle at which the cusps are oriented relative to the fracture surface.

The experimentally measured cusp angles are seen to increase with the component of mode II loading and this point is to be discussed in greater detail elsewhere. This is supported in similar work by Greenhalgh, who reported an almost constant cusp angle for mode I dominated mixed modes which then increased rapidly for highly mode II dominated failures. From the observations of work of several authors and the results of the present investigation, it seems likely that the cusp angle can be used to determine the fracture mode with some confidence. Also, the cusp angles appear to be independent of the actual material system which supports the theory for microcrack formation. The determination of cusp angles must be simpler in a single phase matrix system where the cusps are more frequent and more clearly defined than in two phase resin systems such as 914 epoxy.

Several matrix features have shown a preference to form at the fibres of the underlying ply, as shown typically in Fig. 4. No similar observations have been found in the literature. This may be caused by failures very close to the boundary of the interlaminar resin region or by stress concentrations induced by the fibres. The phenomenon is probably dependent on the orientation of the fibres in the adjacent plies since a smoother fracture surface was seen at delaminations which did not occur along a cross-ply interface.
fracture propagated between two 0° plies, it would be assumed that this phenomenon would not be observed at all. The ply orientation also affects the general fracture surface. A cross-ply delamination has a rougher appearance than a unidirectional failure which was also observed by Smith and Grove.\textsuperscript{18} With regard to the different states of stress across the width of a specimen, no difference was found between cusps near the edge of a specimen and those along the midplane of a specimen. In a more brittle and single phase epoxy, where the cusps are numerous and well defined, it might be possible to detect such subtle differences (i.e. between plane stress and plane strain).

In some instances the orientation of the cusps along the edges of the non-adhesive inserts, used to simulate delamination, indicated that local fracture occurred from the edge insert and in towards the centre of the specimen, i.e. perpendicular to the main direction of delamination growth. The extent of such zones, however, was very small and this phenomenon was not commonly observed. Furthermore, some cusps were identified which indicated that the direction of delamination growth was coincident with the global crack direction; this is concluded to be the normal case. In any event, this only emphasises the importance of averaging the local directions of crack growth taken from many different locations in order that the global direction of damage propagation can be established with confidence.

In certain instances the opposing surfaces of a delamination can appear to be resin rich and resin starved. This occurs when fractures have taken place close to one ply boundary. In such cases, the resin features, mainly cusps, are almost solely found on the resin-rich mating surface. Both surfaces should therefore be examined in a fractographic analysis so that no vital information is missed.

Evidence has been found for the stress distribution proposed by Bascom et al.\textsuperscript{24} around the fibres loaded in peel. Figure 7 shows resin flanges on a pulled-out fibre. In Fig. 6 minute cusps are seen (indicated by the arrows) as a result of the localised shear stresses present in the fibre/matrix separation process. This occurs around a fibre where the radial stress changes from tensile to compressive, causing local shear yielding to be induced in the matrix. This failure of the matrix material due to local shear yielding leaves flanges of resin on the edges of the fibres as they are peeled out.\textsuperscript{24}

The amount of fibre ends on the fracture surface was investigated for all modes since Friedrich\textsuperscript{19} had shown this to be significantly different for modes I and II. However, this characteristic was seen to be of only marginal importance. The general trend is that the fibre end density decreases rapidly from pure mode I to mode II dominated fractures. The different values for static mixed mode I:II = 4:3 may be due to the fact that another specimen type was used for the testing (i.e. MMB versus ELS). The fatigue values for mode I and mixed mode 4:3 are significantly lower than the static values but for pure mode II the amount of broken fibres is twice that of a static failure. This is probably due to the different fibre fracture process in mode II. As the amount of fibre pull-out is dependent on specimen and material parameters\textsuperscript{18,19,20} this method of characterising different modes cannot be reliably used. From the results of the examination of this particular fibre/resin system, however, a very large number of broken fibres seems to be a characteristic of mode I failure.

A larger amount of resin debris and more PES nodules are present due to fatigue loading than in static failures; this was observed in all modes of loading and agrees with other workers.\textsuperscript{26,28,41} More nodules are present on the mode II surface than in mode I. Most of the resin features are worn down by the abrasion of the surfaces. This is also the reason for the cleaner fibres being observed, especially in mode II. Neither fatigue striations nor matrix rollers\textsuperscript{28} could be found in any mode. That investigation utilised only unidirectional materials which may have had some influence on the formation of these features.

\section*{5 CONCLUSIONS}

The present investigation has examined the fractographic features associated with delamination in multidirectional laminates of T300/914 carbon/epoxy composite. Delamination was constrained to occur along the +45°/-45° interface of a (-45°/0°/ +45°)\textsubscript{p} laminate by means of non-adhesive Kapton inserts. Pure mode I, pure mode II and mixed modes I/II of loading have been considered under both static and fatigue conditions. This entailed the use of DCB, ELS, FRMM and MMB fracture mechanics coupons. The 914 resin system proved difficult to investigate because of its two phase structure: this obscured most of the otherwise common resin features which made it especially difficult to determine the direction of crack propagation.

Cusps are generally very rare in all loading modes although the cusp angle was seen to increase with an increased mode II loading component from about 37° for mixed mode I:II = 6:1 to 54° for pure mode II. There are significantly more cusps in the mode II dominated fractures than in mode I fractures. The cusp angle is the most reliable method of determining the fracture mode. Fibre pull-out on its own can only be used to distinguish a highly mode I dominated surface. Further indications of a particular mode of fracture are acquired from ridge and valley markings and the overall surface appearance.
Fatigue failures on fracture specimens are distinguished by a generally worn appearance and the amount of resin debris and nodules that are present. More PES nodules are present on mode II fracture surfaces than in mode I. In structural components such as I-beams, however, failure will comprise of grinding and abrasion which will most likely result in more debris and nodules, even in static tests, than would be found in plane laboratory coupons such as the fracture mechanics specimens of the present investigation.

It is anticipated that future work in this area will concentrate on investigating the following:

- the effects of a varying stress state (plane stress and strain) across the width of a fracture specimen and the strain rate on the appearance and inclination of cusps, ideally in a single phase brittle resin, where features such as cusps can be studied in detail;
- the effects, if any, on resin features and pull-out with different types of fibres and coatings giving a different interfacial strength;
- the effect of environmental changes on the amount of cusps and the cusp angle.
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